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1 Introduction 

To complete a part of my master in Mechanical Engineering at Eindhoven University of Technology, I 

spend four months at the Mathematics Department of Arizona State University. From September 200 1 

until January 2002, I worked with Dieter Armbruster on the dynamical behavior of a simple 

manufacturing system called the switched arrival system, proposed by Chase et al. [I]. The outcome of 

riy iin phoenix is p~es&:ted this ~ e p ~ e .  

To give the project more input from an industrial point of view, regular discussions with Karl Kempf at 

the Intel Corporation (Phoenix AZ), took place. Issues of chaos, control and networks were discussed. 

These three fields form the global outlay of this report. 

The switched arrival system is a manufacturing system that consists of three machines and one 

switching server that distributes work over the three machines. The amount of products in the system is 

constant and no distinction between products is made. Chaos dominates the system and this has 

attracted attention. It is impossible to predict in what order the switches of the server will occur or for 

how long the server will be serving a particular machine. More regularity can be forced upon the 

system by controlling the chaotic movements of the server. Generally, applying control can increase 

the performance of the system. 

The switched arrival system can be seen as a simplified building block of larger more complex systems 

with different products and reentrant manufacturing processes. An attempt to understand or predict the 

outcome of these complex systems can be made by fvst fully grasping the behavior of the building 

blocks out of which they are constructed. The next step is to create fundamental networks of building 

blocks by coupling them together and investigating the influence of certain system parameters on the 

performance and behavior of the network. In this context, the influence of control on single elements of 

these networks arises questions of synchronization and propagation of behavior through networks. 

This study forms an approach to such an attempt. Chaos in the switched arrival system is explained and 

controlled to a certain periodic orbit (Chapter 3 and 4). By the introduction of switching time to the 

system it is possible to quantitatively compare control with no control (Chapter 4). Further, two and 

later three switched arrival systems are coupled together to form a simple network. Synchronization of 

chms is briefly investig~ted (Chapter 5). 

To get a better understanding of the behavior of the chaotic switched arrival system, computer 

simulations are made of all the models. AnaIyses of these models and simulations help to display and 

understand some behavior that is not so trivial. The code for these simulations can be found in the 

appendices. 
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2 Switched Arrival System 

In this study the switched arrival system is used as first proposed by Chase et al. (1993) [I]. The system 

is a hybrid system, which in this case means, that the dynamics are continuous but undergo discrete 

changes. This chapter explains how the switched arrival system works and what research has 

previously been performed. In [2], Horn and Rarnadge perform a topological analysis of the switched 

a+;a! system where they extimke the inflaence ef q p e r  h i t s  m tht: h~ffers mc! explain the use of 

syrnboIic dynamics in examining these maps. In a chaotic system periodic orbits of different periods 

exists and all orbits are unstable. Research in controlling a switched arrival system has been done by 

Ushio, Ueda and Hirai [3] for the 3 buffer case and a generalization for n buffers in [4]. As a control 

parameter they used the limited processing time: the maximum time a server can spend on a certain 

buffer. 

First the outlay of the switched arrival system is explained and a simulation result is shown. Next, the 

upper and lower limits of Horn & Ramadge will be discussed. Finally the control policy of Ushio et al. 

is explained and implemented. 

2.1 System and assumptions 

The switched arrival system (Figure 2.1.1) consists of 3 buffers and one server. The buffers empty with 

a constant work rate p,. The work rates of the buffers may be different just as long as the sum of all the 

work rates equals 1. The following switching rule is applied: the server fills one of the buffers until 

another buffer empties; then the server switches instantaneously to the empty buffer. The rate at which 

the server fills a buffer is equal to the sum of all the work coming out of all the buffers. Therefore the 

system is closed and the total amount of work in the system in always equal to one. 

Figure 2.1. I Switched arrival system 



Let xi (t) denote the amount of work in buffer i at time t 2 0 and let j  be the position of the server. The 

server switches to the first buffer that empties. This happens after a time 

For to I t I to + z the buffer state is determined by the following linear equations 

To get a map for this system it is sampled at the clearing times of the buffers - that are the times z 

when a buffer empties - the continuous model becomes a discrete-event model. Let G: X + X be the 

map that determines the states of the buffers after a clearing time .r has passed. Then 

Here x is a vector containing the initial conditions of the previous iteration, 1, is a vector with all zeros 

except for a one in the jth position and p is a vector containing the work rates p,. 

The buffer state evolves in 3D state space on the plane defined by the intersection of the plane xl + x, + 
x3 = 1 with regions x, 2 0 i = 0, . . . ,3  (Figure 2.1.2). This simplex forms an equilateral triangle with 

sides XI, X2, X3. The comers or vertices are v' = (1,0,0), v2 = (0,1,0), v3 = (0,0,1). X, corresponds to the 

state when one buffer is empty; v' corresponds to the state when two buffers empty simultaneously. 

The vertices are unstable fixed points of the system. The orbit will never end up precisely in these fixed 

points. 

Figure 2.1.2 Simplex in 3 0  state space (lefd; Equilateral trajectoiy triangle (right) 



2.2 Reduction to a one-dimensional map 

The map G: X + X can be transformed to a one-dimensional map 4: X + [O, 

&: X2 3 (1/3,2/3) and q&: X3 + (213,l). 

I]. With q4: XI  3 (0,113), 

Further, (0,1,0) maps to 0, (0,0,1) maps to 113 and (1,0,0) map to 213. This can also be thought of as 

'cutting' the triangle at (O,l,O) and unfolding it onto the unit interval. By using the map 4, G(x) is 

transformed into g(z): [O, 11 9 [0,1] 

Here p, are the pre-images of the comers of the triangle. The p's can be calculated and will later play a 

role in control. 

In the next figure, g(x) is plotted with p = [ 0.6 0.1 0 . 3  ] . When all p's are chosen equal the map 

g(z) becomes exactly the -2x mod 1 map. 

Figure 2.2.1 Map of switched arrival system on unit interval with p = [O .6 0.1 0.31 ' 



The next two figures (Figure 2.2.2) show the first 50 iterations of the simulated switched arrival system 

with equal work rates. 

tme 

Fzpre 2 2 2 Trqectoiy m state space flqft). B~ffer levels as aJirnction of time frzghg. Created wzth equal work rates 

On the left, the trajectory is plotted in state space. On the right, the buffer levels are plotted as a 

function of time. Every time the trajectory hits the side of the equilateral triangle, a buffer is empty and 

the server switches to the empty buffer. The sides of the triangle correspond to states when one buffer 

is empty. The trajectory starts at the circle ( ' o ' ) and ends at the star ( ' * ' ). 

2.3 Upper and lower limits 

Horn and Ramadge also investigated the effect of upper and lower limits [2] placed on the volumes of 

the buffers. Upper and lower limits change the moment that a switch is made. By adding a lower limit, 

the server switches to the buffer that has reached the lower limit. So, buffers never run empty. Lower 

limits do not change any of the system dynamics. In state space, the equilateral triangle shrinks in size, 

but maintains the same shape. 

Upper limits do change the system dynamics. The server either switches when another buffer has run 

empty or, when the upper limit of the buffer that the server is filling, is reached. In state space, this 

changes the trajectory triangle to a hexagon. When the side of the hexagon is reached the server 

switches. By adding a large enough upper limit, invariant regions are created. The remainder of the 

map is expanding; so all solutions are pushed into the invariant regions. The system stabilizes on a 

certain periodic orbit. 

They proposed that upper limits could be used to control the system on any arbitrary periodic orbit. 

A close resemblance of this idea was then used by Ueda et al. [3] to control the switched arrival system 

to an analytical period-3-orbit. This is discussed in the next paragraph. 



2.4 Control by varying limited processing time 

In [3] Ueda et al. proposed a control law to stabilize the chaotic switched arrival system with 3 buffers 

to a period-3-orbit. As a control variable they used the limited processing time. This is the maximum 

time that a server can spend filling a buffer. The control law states: the server remains at its current 

location until another buffer empties or the server has been filling the associated buffer for a time larger 

than a specified time A. Here A is the limited processing time, which is calculated every iteration. 

The periodic, orbit is given by a 3 b +- c + a. Solving the buffer state equations gives the following 

analyikal period-3-orbit: 

Stabilization of the above period-3-orbit is based on changing the simplex X. Going fkom one side of 

the triangle to another side takes a certain amount of time. By limiting this time, the simplex X is 

changed in a way that the comers regions are cut of, because the time it takes to get there is larger than 

A. When there are upper limits on all three buffers, the triangle is transformed into a hexagon. By using 

A in a feedback policy, the trajectory can be control to the periodic orbit. Figure 2.4.1 explain how the 

control law works. 

Fzgure 2.4. I Control to apenod-3-orbzt by varying the Zrmztedprocesszng time 

Let the initial buffer state be xo and the periodic orbit be [a,b,c]. Then A is selected such that X4 goes 

through c'. This forces the server to make an early switch. The trajectory is now on the periodic orbit, 

and A is made equal to A,, to ensure that the trajectory is no longer effected by A. As soon as the orbit 

is outside an epsilon region, control is again necessary and A is changed so that the orbit is back on the 



target. X4 depends on A, when A is made smaller section X4 will become larger, it is moved fiom (1,0,0) 

to XI parallel to XI.  In this case the time the server can spend on buffer 1 is limited. 

Implementationofthiscontrolstrategy,withp = LO.5 0 . 3  0 . 2 1 '  andxo= [ o  0 . 1 5 3  0 . 8 4 7 0 ] ' ,  

gives the time series below. Dependent on the initial condition, the system makes more or less switches 

before it maps in the right region to apply the control action. 

bme 

Frgure 2 4.2 Tzme serzes of the buffer levels wth control to aperrod-3-orblt 



3 Chaos 

The switched arrival system displays chaos. There is no universally agreed definition of chaos. 

However, a working defmition that contains the following characteristics of chaos covers the most 

important aspects [6]. 

Nonperiodicity 

Deterministic nonlinear system 

Sensitive dependeme on initial conditions 

Although all the system dynamics are completely deterministic, the system seems to behave randomly 

and never results in regularity. Trajectories never settle down on fixed points or periodic orbits, 

because these points are all unstable. Chaos is identified with sensitive dependence on initial 

conditions. Initial conditions that start off arbitrarily close diverge exponentially fast when the system 

is iterated. Positive Lyapunov exponents contribute to sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 

Further, chaos can only arise in nonlinear systems. The nonlinearity is located in the discontinuity and 

the twists in the piecewise linear map. 

3.1 Sensitive dependence on initial conditions 

One of the main characteristics of chaos is sensitive dependence on initial conditions. This states that 

pairs of points, which begin as close together as desired, will move apart exponentially fast. To ensure 

exponential divergence, the dynamics should expand in at least one direction. Since the map is only a 

one-dimensional piecewise linear map, there is only one direction of contraction or expansion. Whether 

the map contracts or expands, depends on the Lyapunov exponent. A negative Lyapunov exponent 

results in contraction, while a positive Lyapunov exponent results in expansion. The Lyapunov 

exponent of an orbit {xl, x2, x3, . . .) of the map g(x) (2.6) is calculated as follows: 

Consider the map of the switched arrival system with equal work rates on the unit interval: g(x) = -2x 

mod 1. Clearly the Lyapunov exponent h(x) = !n2 > 0, so regions expand. The fact that h(x) is not 

defined in the discontinuity p2, does not cause any problems since an orbit never maps exactly onto the 

discontinuity. 

Generally the Lyapunov exponents are calculated fiom the stretching factors of the piecewise linear 

map. These stretching factors are given by: 



Here a,b indicates the stretching that occurs going from a buffer state where machine a is empty to a 

state where machine b is empty. Since Ig3(x)l = a,b > 1 the map expands everywhere for all values of 

the syslera pararaeters (work rates). 

A more graphical way to explain sensitive dependence on initial conditions is by partitioning the unit 

interval into left (L) and right (R) itineraries and creating a transition graph between these itineraries 

(Figure 3.1.1). 

L I R 

t LR I LL I RR 

LLR l RRL l RRR l RLL l RLR 1 

Frgure 3.1 1 Unrt rntewal drvrded rn sequences ofL 's and R's of the map wlth equal work rates: g(x)=-2x mod l(le3) 

Accompanying transltzon graph (right) 

The pre-images or' border points between two itineraries on one ievei form the border points between 

two smaller itineraries on the next more detailed level. In this way, the unit interval is transformed into 

infinitely small intervals that contain sequences of L's and R's. All sequences of L's and R's are 

possible - the transition graph is fully connected. Consider two initial conditions in neighboring 

intervals: LRLLRRLRL and LRLLRRLRR. The initial conditions in these intervals are almost 

identical, only after nine iterations, one orbit maps into the left part of the unit interval and the other 

maps in the right part. So after enough iteration, small differences in initial values cause large 

differences in the output. 

Related to this is the concept of losing information about were orbits originated. Information losing is 

demonstrated by looking at the map g(x) = 2x mod 1 and an initial condition xlo = 0.1777. In binary 

numbers xlo = 0.001011011. Insert xlo in g(x) 3 g(x,,) = 2*0.001011011 = 0.01011011. The decimal 

point shifts one position to the right. One bit of information is destroyed. Iterate this forward and after 



nine iterations all information about the initial condition is lost. So after enough iterations, the behavior 

of an orbit does not depend on were it originated. This phenomenon makes long-term prediction of 

chaotic systems impossible. 

Simulations of the switched arrival system also show sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Figure 

3.1.2 presents two simulations with slightly different initial conditions. This is approximately 

2-". So after 17 switches the difference in the buffer states becomes apparent. 

time 

Figure 3. I .2 Sensitive dependence on initial conditions in the simulation of the switched arrival system with equal work 
rates and slightly different initial conditions 

3.2 Return times 

Define the return time T, as the time it takes for the server to return to the same buffer the nth time. 

Then, there appears to be a relation between the next return time and the previous return time: T,+, = 

f(7,). This relation becomes apparent when points (T,, T,+*) are plotted for n iterations (Figure 3.2.1). 

Three return time plots can be made: one for each buffer. With equal work rates these plots have 

identica! shzpes. With not equal work rates, the shapes are different (Figure 3.2.4). 



T" 

Fzgure 3.2 1 Return tlmeplot - equal work rates, Instantaneous swrtches 

A number of remarks can be made about the above return time plot. Firstly, there is a maximum return 

time T,,. This time can be calculated analytically. Secondly, the interval underneath the tent shape is 

infinitely halved. 

Before both effects are explained, the factor a between distance traveled in state space and time must 

be calculated: time = a*distance. Consider the period-3-orbit in state space with equal work rates and 

instantaneous switches (Figure 3.2.2 left). The length of the orbit is 3*d(3)/3 =d3. The time it takes to 

complete the orbit is (xoa + xob + xoc)/p = 3*((1/3)/p) = 3. So, 

Figure 3.2.2 Period-3-orbzt wzth equal work rates (left) 

Longest trqectoiy before the server returns to the same buffer (right) 



Now the maximum return time can be calculated. From Figure 3.2.1 it follows that z,,, = 4.5. This 

corresponds to the longest possible orbit in state space, before the server returns to the associated 

buffer. This orbit (a 3 b) is plotted in Figure 3.2.2 right. The length of the orbit Lab is given by 

Multiply this distance with the factor a = 43 to find that z,, = 912. This is the same value as found 

graphically. 

The infinitely halving property is verified by looking at two points in the return time plot: (2.25, 0) and 

(3.375, 0). Here zero is actually o+, because zero would mean ending up exactly in the comer. The 

trajectories of these points are plotted in Figure 3.2.3. The shortest path back to the same side of the 

triangle takes a time 2.25 and is given by e + b 3 a. The next shortest path takes a time 3.375 and is 

given by d 3 c + b 3 a. The length of both paths are calculated: 

Since a (3.3) is constant, the proportion of length is the same as the proportion of time. This halving 

argument can be carried out for higher return times as well. 

Figure 3.2.3 Shortest orbit before the server returns to the origznal bufSer: e 9 b 9 a. 

Next shortest orbit before the server returns to the original bufler: d 3 c + 6 9 a 

For different work rates the return time plots of the three buffers are different (Figure 3.2.4). Buffers 

with a higher work rate tend to have shorter maximum return times. Also the symmetry that worked so 

nicely in the case with equal work rates is lost. This causes the tips of the tent shapes to move apart. 



Fzgure 3 2.4 Return tune plot for dzferent work rates p, = 0.2, p~ = 0 3, p3 = 0.5 

Concluding, it has been shown that the main characteristic of chaos, sensitive dependence on initial 

conditions, is present for all possible values of the system parameter p. Simulations of the switched 

arrival system c o n f m  this. Also, there appears to be a relation between the times it takes the server to 

return to the same buffer again. This has been explained analytically for the case with equal work rates. 



4 Control 

Embedded in the chaotic attractor of the switched amval system lie infinitely many unstable periodic 

orbits of any period. It is possible to stabilize a periodic orbit by making small time-dependent 

perturbations on an accessible system parameter [5] .  In this way an orbit can be stabilized that yields a 

higher performance than the dense orbit. Generally, applying control can generate more efficient 

periodic orbits. 

To be able to quantitatively compare the difference in performance between control and no control, 

switching time is introduces to the system. Until now, it is assumed that the server switches 

instantaneously to the next buffer that empties. This assumption is dropped: a switch of the server takes 

a time 7,. The switching time is chosen equal for all buffers. During this time the server remains at its 

current position and the empty machine produces nothing. So, switching costs production. 

The system parameter directly influenced by the control action, is the production rate of the buffers. By 

keeping a buffer empty for a certain time the dense orbit is controlled to a periodic orbit. The system 

parameter is easily accessible through this time. 

At the end of this chapter, the question is asked whether it is possible to get globally contracting 

dynamics by introducing maintenance. 

4.1 Control objective 

Control is applied to obtain a system with a better performance. A better performance in this case 

means: a higher production rate. When other criteria become an issue, the control strategy should be 

revised. The only cause for the production rate to be less than optimal is the assumption that switching 

costs time. During this time the empty machine does not produces anything. 

Because the system is chaotic, unstable periodic orbits of all periods exist. The most favorable orbit to 

stabilize is the one that generates the highest production rate. Since production is lost when switches 

are made, the orbit with the lowest switching frequency is optimal. Which orbit this is, will be 

discussed next. 

Two figures (Figure 4.1.1) are used to compare the switching frequencies of a period-3-orbit and a 

period-4-orbit. In total there are two period-3-orbits and three period-4-orbits (Table 4.1.1). All orbits 

travel the same distance in state space. 



period 3 orbit 

period 3 orbit 

period 4 orbit 

period 4 orbit 

Table 4.1.1 Values ofperrod three and four orbitsj?om one-dimensional map (2.6) 

I I I 

Figure 4.1.1 Period-3-orbit (left); Period-4-orbit (right) 

2 / 9 

1 / 9 

1/15 

2/15 

period 4 orbit I 3/15 

On the left the period-3-orbit a 3 b 3 c is seen. The time is takes to complete this cycle is (xO, f XOI, + 

xO,)/p = 3. So the switching frequency is #sw/time = 313 = 1. On the right one of three period-4-orbit is 

drawn. The time it takes to complete one orbit is: (1/5+2/5+115+2/5)lp = 1815. Now, the switching 

frequency is 4/(18/5) = 20118 > 1. The other period-4-orbits travel the same distance: (6/5)*43. 

Multiply this with the factor a (3.3) between distance and time, to fmd that the total time for all period- 

4-orbits is 1815. Without prove it is assumed that orbits of higher periods have switching frequencies > 

1. So under the assumption switching costs time, the period-3-orbit is the most efficient orbit to control 

to, in the sense that it generates the highest production rate. 

It inust be noted that the orbits in Figure 4.1.1 do not yet contain switching time. A new analytical 

period-3-orbit must be derived where switching time is taken into account (Appendix I and Figure 

4.1.2). If a buffer turns empty, that buffer is taken out of the equation for the time it takes the server to 

switch; the system dynamics are formed with two instead of three buffers. Now the trajectories evolve 

on a line instead of a plane and the orbit moves along the side of the triangle. 

5/9 

4 / 9 

13/15 

11/15 

I I I I I I 
9/15 

8 / 9 

7/9 

4/15 

8/15 

12/15 

7/15 

14/15 

6/15 



Figure 4.1.2 Period-3-orblt with switching time (z, = 0.1) 

The introduction of switching time does not change anything to the comparison of switching 

fi-equencies between different orbits. Because adding a constant time when the server switches and then 

dividing by the number of switches, just leaves the constant time. 

4.2 Control law 

The control law consists of a feedback policy where one non-empty buffer state is necessary to 

determine the control action. The current buffer state is observed and compared to the buffer state of 

the desired periodic orbit. If a buffer empties and the level in the buffer that the server is filling, is more 

than E, lower than the target level for the periodic orbit, the server does not switch but keeps filling the 

same buffer until the target level is reached within an E, precision. In other words, the control law says: 

leave one of machines empty to reach the target. Figure 4.2.1 shows a situation when control is applied. 

Buffer three has just emptied and the current position in buffer one is lower than the target level. Now, 

buffer three is kept empty for a certain time. During this time, the buffer levels of the other two buffers 

reach the target position. 

r 

Current position 
................... Target 

Figure 4.2.1 Example of a moment when control is applied: keep buffer 3 empty until currentposztion reaches target 



The time the control action takes is given by 

xt, - x, + E, 
t, = 

Pin - P o u t  

Here j is the position of the server, xt is the target level and x is the current buffer state. During this 

time one buffer is kept empty and the production of the system drops to 1-p. So when you control the 

system by leaving a buffer empty, you lose production. 

The values for E~ and E, are chosen as fo!!ows: E~ stdes how close yoc ca~? get to the periodic orbit and 

is a property of the machines that you are working with; the smaller E, the better. When you're outside 

an E, region around the target you control the orbit back to the periodic orbit. Note that the map 

expands everywhere; so all errors grow larger. Since there is no initial setup time for a control action, 

control costs the least - least lose of production - when the orbit is controlled after every switch. So E, 

is chosen equal to E,. 

4.3 Minimize production lost 

A comparison on the amount of production lost between the not controlled dense orbit and the 

controlled period-3-orbit can be made. Since the dense orbit covers the total state space there will be 

situations where the server switches rapidly between two almost empty buffers. This is the case when 

the orbit is close to the corners of the triangle. The controlled orbit will stay away from these comers, 

so the switching frequency of the controlled orbit is lower than the switching fi-equency of the dense 

orbit. But, the controlled orbit loses production due to control times when buffers are kept empty. 

There is a trade-off between production lost due to switching and production lost due to control. For 

varying switching times this trade-off is simulated and the result is plotted below (Figure 4.3.1). 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

switching time switching time 

Figure 4 3 I Control versus no control- Swtchzng+equency and % ofproductzon lost as afunctron of swztch~ng time 

The left plot shows that the controlled orbit has a higher switching frequency that the dense orbit. 

Simulation was done with p's = 113 and E, = !/!000. The right plot shows that there is a linear relation 



between switching time and production lost and that the controlled orbit has a larger production than 

the dense orbit. 

4.4 Switching frequency changes when the work rates are varied 

It is noted that the switching frequency also depends on the work rates of the buffers. When all the 

work rates are equal, the highest switching frequency is reached. The lowest switching frequency is 

reached when m e  p approashes ! mtnd the other two p's approach zero (Table 4.4.1). Now one machine 

does all the work while the other two prodilce at a rate of almost zera This is not a rea!istic situation. 

Varying the work rates when checking the difference between control and no control only affects the 

height of the switching frequency. The trend in the graph remains the same. This means that the 

controlled orbit performs better no matter what the work rates are. 

Table 44.1 S~~~itchingJLequennesfor di#erent values of p 

PI 

Under the assumption that switching is the only factor to contribute to lost production, it can be 

concluded that, if incidentally the machines have to produce more, a higher production is reached when 

the capacity is focused on one machine instead of divided equally over all machines. 

4.5 Maintenance and global contraction 

Maintenance consists of leaving a machine empty for a certain time; in this time the machine is 

maintained and it produces nothing. The maintained machine is taken out of the equation and the server 

switches back and forth between the two working machines. Because one machine is lost, one 

dimension in state space is lost. This means that the trajectory evolves on a line instead of a plane. So 

the trajectory goes up and down one side of the triangle. Assume two machines cannot be maintained at 

the same time. 

P2 p3 switching freq [#sw/time] 



The issue of maintenance is of interest, because maintenance could result in a global contracting 

system. To explain how this works, a closer look at regions and stretching factors is taken. As 

mentioned in chapter three, regions always grow larger due to the expanding map. The stretching 

factors a,b are > 1 (3.2). But because a dimension in state space is lost, new stretching factors exist. 

The stretching factors that correspond to a system with only two machines are P," = p Jp,. Here a is the 

machine being served and c is the machine that is not empty. With equal work rates, the expansion is 1, 

so regions stay the same. However, with not equal work rates, there is an expansion in one direction 

and a contracting in the other direction. Assume 0 < pl < p2 < p3 < 1. There are six different stretching 

factors, three factors are expanding (p21, p31, P ~ ~ )  and three are contracting (pI2, pI3, ~23). 

Consider an example with p= [ 0.1 ; 0 . 3  ; 0 . 6  I, machine two is being maintained and the server is 

filling machine one. Figure 4.5.1 explains how contraction can occur: 6 + E + y. Going fi-om 6 to E, 

the map expands the interval with a fraction (p2+p3)Ip2; going from E to y, maintenance contracts the 

interval by pllp3. The figure shows that it is possible to get a y < 6. So the contraction due to 

maintenance is larger than the expansion of the map. 

Fzgure 4.5 I Local contractzon (8 + yl 1s posszble wzth speclfic work rates and mazntenance of the rzght machzne 

This makes it plausible that global contraction can occur by timing maintenance in a way that regions 

always contract. First, assume fair switching and maintenance on all machines. The contraction of one 

cycle due to maintenance is P ~ ~ * P ~ ~ * P ~ ~  = pl2*p3l*P23 = 1. Trajectories going clockwise or counter 

clockwise yields the same contraction. For global contraction it is necessary that a,b*p," < 1. With fair 

switching this is not the case since P,C = 1. 

Now look at another extreme: just one machine needs maintenance; this machine contracts the most. 

For global contraction, the following inequality has to hold: 



Subtract the denominator and the numerator, use that p, = 1 - p, - p3 and solve (3.3). Two solutions for 

p2 are found. 

lim p,, = undefined 
~3 -1 

lim p,, = 0 
pi'l 

Figure 45.2 Work rate p~ as ajiinction of p3. Values that lie in the triangle enclosed by I -  p3, the x-axis and the y-axis 

satish inequality 3.3 and result in a contracting orbit. 

In the above figure, P2b and I-p3 are plotted as a function of p,. Values of p3 and p2 that lie in the 

triangle enclosed by the 1- h, the x-axis and the y-axis, satisfy the inequality that is needed to get a 

global contraction. After close examination of the graph and function, p, and p2 always lie outside the 

triangle. So, in the case where the only machine that needs maintenance is the one that contracts the 

most, global contraction is not possible. 

Conc!uding the question of global contraction, it is noted that the situations where global contraction 

due to fine-tuning of maintenance can occur are narrowed down to very specific and unlikely cases. No 

global contraction is seen in cases with equal work rates and fair switching. Only in systems where 

machines that contract the most are placed in a specific orbit where those machines are maintained far 

more than others, could it be conceivable to get a global contracting system. Because these situations 

are not realistic, it was not further investigated. Instead of the graphical analysis, a more formal proof 

of the discussed specific cases could exclude global contraction entirely. 





5 Networks 

This chapter focuses on the behavior of networks of sequential switched arrival systems (Figure 5.1). X 

feeds into Y and Y feeds back into X. The individual systems and the switching policy are the same as 

discussed for the single system case. No control is applied. The difference is that there is a global mass 

balance over system X and Y instead of a local mass balance over the individual X and Y. 

Figure 5. I Network of two sequential switched arrival systems 

With onIy this global mass balance and no restrictions on the local amount of work, it seems possible 

that one system completely drains and all the work piles up in the other system. This results in an 

unstable system: the server keeps switching instantly to another empty buffer. To prevent this fi-om 

happening extra conditions on the local work levels are needed. This means restrictions are added that 

are not a property of the system, which results in behavior that is more constrained and probably less 

interesting. However, computer simulations show that these extra conditions are redundant - the buffer 

levels are self-stabilizing. The buffer levels are the sum of the work in buffers X or Y. The mechanism 

that forms this equilibrium will be discussed in this chapter. 



First some comments on the coupling parameter of the two systems are made. Then self-balancing 

buffer levels are discussed and the influence of the coupling parameter is investigated. Next, the 

situation with three sequential switched arrival systems is studied. 

5.1 Coupling parameter 

The two systems are coupled by their outflow [#Is]. The input of X is the output of Y and visa versa. If 

the outflow of the two systems is equal and constant, then one system behaves totally independent of 

the other. So any parameter that causes the outflow of the system to drop, is a coupling parameter. In 

this study the switching time is chosen to be the coupling parameter. This because the switching time is 

a realistic and easy parameter to vary and it was also used as a control parameter in the single system 

situation. The coupling is explained by looking at the production rate of one system (sum of the 

outflow) as a function of time (Figure 5.1.1). 
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Frgure 5 1 I productron rate of a swrtched arrrval system as ajknctron of tnne - equal work rates, swrtchrng costs trme. 

When a swrtch rs made, the productron drops 

When there is no switching time, the production rate of X and Y is constant and always equal to 1. The 

outflows and the inflows are equal, so the systems are decoupled. With switching time, the production 

rate of the systems occasionally drops for the time it takes to switch the server. When the chaotic 

varying production is used as an input for another switched arrival system it influences the outflow of 

that system in a way that it changes the switching pattern. It may cause an early of later switch of the 

server, because the difference between outflow and inflow is no longer zero but rather positive or 

negative. So, the systems feel each other's presence and a coupling exists. 

To get a better understanding how the behavior of the individual systems changes after they are 

coupled and how the coupling parameter influences this behavior, computer simulations (Appendix 111) 

are needed. Also issues of synchronized chaos are addressed by using results fiom these simulations. 



5.2 Self-balancing buffer levels 

The network strives for an equilibrium situation where the production rate of X is equal to the 

production rate of Y. 

To satisfy this relation, the amount of work in X and the amount of work in Y have to be at certain 

ievels. The height cif &ese iev& depends on the coqli3-,g p&rari&r (swhzhhg time). Ass.~%e e y ~ l  

work rates throughout the network. Define the switching time of X and Y as the following vectors: 

Summing the work rates of one system and subtracting the production rate lost due to switching can 

calculate the production rates. Here swfreq are the switch li-equencies, p are the work rates and i 

denotes the i-th buffer. 

The mechanism that causes the work levels to shift, works as follows: when c = 1, X loses the same 

amount of work due to switching as Y. Hence the production rate of X is the same as the production 

rate of Y, so on average, X contains the same amount of work as Y. When c # 1, the levels balance at 

different values. Let c = 2, now Y takes twice as long to switch than X. Both work levels start off at 1. 

Initially X produces at a higher rate than Y, so more work ends up in Y than in X. This causes the work 

level in X to drop. Since the outflows remain constant, the switch frequency of X increases. The 

opposite happens in Y: the level rises so the switch frequency drops. This process continues until the 

production rate of X equals the production rate of Y. 

The work levels can be calculated analytically. Consider the equilibrium situation with equal work 

rates. 



Define Vx and Vy as the work levels in X and Y. Here p is a fraction of work in one system and since 

Vx + Vy = 2 it follows that: 

Vx=P.v,,, V,=(~-P).Y,,  (5.6) 

The switching frequency can be calculated by noting that the average amount of work in one buffer is 

P - 6 ,  given by --- P-v,,  . So the time to empty that amount is --- and the time to complete a cycle of 
3 3P 

this time. 

Inserting this relation in the equilibrium equation (5.5) gives an expression for p. 

This simple relation between the work levels and the coupling parameter can be verified in the 

simulations. 

F~gure 5 2. I Self-balancmg work levels 7n system Xand Y wrth znttzal work levels of one (lej?) 

Accompanyzng cumulatwe fractzon ofproductlon lost 7n Xand Y (rrght) 

The figure on the left is a plot of the work levels in X and Y with a = 0.1 and c = 2. Calculate Vx: 

( 1 / ( 2 + 1 )  ) * 2  = 0.6667 and Vy: ( 1 - ( 1 / ( 2 + 1 ) )  ) * 2  = 1.3333. The mean values from the 

simulation are: Vx = 0. 658 1 and Vy = 1 . 3  4 19. Further the behavior of the work level of X is exactly 

the mirrored behavior of Y. This is logical because the mass balance (5.1) holds. 

On the right (Figure 5.2.1), the fraction between the cumulative productions lost in X and in Y is 

plotted as a function of time. The fraction starts off at %; this means that Y loses twice as much 

production as X. This is the factor c. When the equilibrium is reaches the fraction equals 1, now X 



produces the same amount as Y. Because the plot is cumulative, 1 is approached and never reached. To 

show that the production rates are the same, the simulation is run with initial volumes in X and Y that 

are equal to the equilibrium levels. The result is seen in Figure 5.2.2. 
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Fzgure 5.2.2 
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Self-balancing work levels in system X and Y with initial work levels of 2/3 and 413 (lest) 
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5.3 Varying the coupling parameter 

When all machines have equal work rates, the driving force that causes the work levels in X and Y to 

be different is the coupling parameter c (the fraction between switching time X and Y). Varying the 

coupling parameter changes the switching frequencies and therefore the work levels in the buffers. As 

seen before (5.5) the equilibrium equation can be simplified. 

The next two graphs (Figure 5.3.1) are simulation results and show that equation (5.9) holds. The 

graphs are created with equal work rates and the switching time a = 0.05. By multiplying the switching 

fi-equency of Y (graph on the left) with c, the graph on the right can be obtained. 

5.0 I 60 

Figure 5.3.1 Sw~tchmngfrequency sys Y as afirnction of coupling parameter c -equal work rates and z, = 0.05 (lest) 

SwitchingSreguency sys Xas  a functzon of coupling parameter c - equal work rates and z, = 0.05 (right) 



Next, the fraction between the total work in X and the total work Y is plotted as a function of the 

coupling parameter c (Figure 5.3.2). This relation appears to be logarithmic with a characteristic point 

in (1,l). This is the situation where c = 1 and the work levels stabilize around the same mean value: Vx 

= Vy. The relation is logarithmic because, one of the two systems never drains completely: V .  # 0 and 

Vy z 0. This is the case as long as no switching time is exactly zero. If one system has zero switching 

time and the other does not, the system with zero switching time loses no production (z, = 0) and this 

system completely drains. The overall system becomes unstable, because the server keeps switching 

between empty buffers. 

The right graph shows that the production lost due to switching varies linearly with c. More switching 

time causes more lost production. 

Fzgure 5 3 2 Fractzon of total work zn system X dzvzded by total work m Jystem Y as afunctron of c - created wzth equal 

work rates and zr, = 0 05 (7eft) 

Rate at whzch productzon zs lost m Xand Y together - created wzth equal work rates and r, = 0 05 (rzght) 

5.4 Synchronization 

The network consists of two switched arrival systems. The individual switched arrival systems are 

chaotic. When two of these systems are coupled, it is possible that a synchronization of chaotic 

behavior between the two systems exists. Synchronization means that after the transient has died out, 

one system follows the behavior of the other system. Here behavior means patterns. For instance, 

production rates of X and Y as a function of time, besides from having the same average value, follow 

the same pattern. Or equivalent to this, one system follows the same switching pattern as the other. 

This does not mean that the switching frequencies have to be the same; it does mean that the pattern in 

which the switches occur eventually becomes equal. A phase lag could be present. 

The following plots of the production rate of X and Y show that no apparent synchronization exists. 

This is done for various values of the coupling parameter. Here plots for two different c's are shown. 
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Figure 5.4.1 Production rate system X, equal workrates, z, = 0.05 (lefi), c = 1.05 

Production rate system Y,  equal workrates, zs = 0.05 (right), c = 1.05 
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Fzgure 5 4 2 Production rate X-productzon rate Y, zoomed In on (1530 15351, equal work rates, n = 0 05 (lej) 

Produchon rate X-production rate Y, full simulahon tzme, equal work rates, z, = 0 05 (right) 

Figure 5.4.2 (left) shows that the difference between the outflow of X and the outflow of Y is 0, except 

when a switch is made, then the difference is either positive of negative. The irregular spikes in Figure 

5.4.1 and Figure 5.4.2 (right) are situations where two buffers are empty. The production then drops to 

1 - 2p. If a synchronization is present this could mean that the difference between the production rate of 

X and Y (Figure 5.4.2) becomes regular. This is not the case. 

With a different coupling parameter (c = 3), the difference in production rates of X and Y is seen in 

Figure 5.4.3. The change in c is noticed in the different number of spikes going up and down the solid 

band. System X makes three times more switches than Y. 

1 a = 0.05 ? 
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Figure 5.4.3 Production rate X-production rate Y ,  equal work rates, 7, = 0.05 (right), c = 1.05 



From these graphs can be concluded that no apparent synchronization exists. The subtraction of the two 

production rate patterns does not yield any synchronous behavior. X and Y have different switch 

patterns. 

5.5 Extended network: three switched arrival systems 

The network is extended with one more switched arrival system (Figure 5.5.1). The reason for this is 

that the behavior of the network with two switched arrival systems is too constrained. The global mass 

balance (5.1) forces the oscillating work levels of one switched arrival system to be the mirrored 

version of the other (Figure 5.2.1 left). Adding one more switched arrival system drops this constraint. 

New synchronous behavior could be seen. 

Fzgure 5.5.1 Extended swztched arrlval system 

The extended network follows the same switching rules as previously discussed. No control is applied. 

The amount of work is bounded by the following equation: 



An extra coupling parameter b is needed. Now b forms the coupling between systems X and Y; c forms 

the coupling between system Y and system Z. The switching times are given by: 

Simulations of the network with three switched arrival systems are made (Appendix IV). To focus on 

the influence of the switching times and the fractions between them, the work rates p, K and ,u are 

chosen eql;al. The values fi.r the coylizg paraTAeters Erz ~ i ~ r k c !  md the behavior of the work levels in 

systems X, Y and Z are plotted as a finction of time (Figure 5.5.2). 
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Fzgure 5 5 2 Evolvzng work levels zn system X, Y and Z wzth small dzfferences zn the couphngparameters - created wzth 

equal work rates 

As expected, one work level pattern is no longer the mirrored version of the other. Sensitive 

dependence on initial conditions is still observed and the overall system as well as the individual 

systems still behaves chaotically. Self-stabilization of work levels as discussed in paragraph 5.2, is still 

observed. In Figure 5.5.2 the levels start off at one and reach a state of equilibrium where the mean 

levels differ slightly because b x c = 1: mean-X (0.9583) < mean-Y (0.9927) < mean-Z (1.0491). The 

simulation result does not show apparent synchronization. But, taken a closer look at the plot (Figure 

5.5.3) there is some regularity by which the levels change. 

time 

Figure 5.5.3 Evolving work levels m system X, Y and Z show some regularig - created 391th equal work rates 



Parallel lines can be plotted through the work levels. These lines form preference values along which 

the work levels creep towards the next unpredictable drop. They exist so obvious because all the work 

rates are equal. With equal work rates, outflows can only take on 3 different values: 1, I-p and 1-2*p. 

This causes more regularity in the system and could be the cause for the parallel preference lines. 

When the simulation is executed with different work rates, this regularity is less obvious. Further, the 

sum of the derivatives of the parallel lines corresponding to X, Y and Z, is zero. This could mean that 

the equilibrium state where the production rates are equal is reached. Changing the values of b and c 

causes the derivatives of the lines to change. For large values of b and c the derivative of the individual 

lines becomes zero. 

Next a simulation is done with different values for the coupling parameters. The results are plotted 

below (Figure 5.5.4). 
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Frgure 5.5.4 Evolvrng work levels In system X, Y and Z wrth large drflerence rn the coupling parameters - created wrth 

equal work rates 

The three levels are again self-stabilizing and the 'mirror' effect is no longer present. Although the 

graphs do not seem totally independent of each other, no apparent synchronization is visible. The 

patterns of Y and Z seem to copy each other's extremes in the opposite direction. X has fewer 

fluctuations than Y and Z. 

Apparently the buffers placed in a network situation indeed influence each other's behavior. This 

would surely led to believe, that synchronization of chaos at some level is present. More analysis of 

these fluctuating work levels is needed to verifL this. 



Conclusion 

The switched arrival system was discussed and numerous simulations under different circumstances 

were made. Issues of chaos, control and behavior in networks were investigated. A new control law 

was derived, which was used to stabilize a period-3-orbit. Using control can increase the performance 

of the switched arrival system. Remarks were made about the possibility of global contraction. Further, 

S&f-stabijk;s.,g of ::jerk levels i;n; ne$=<g-& af two acl?d tbxee switched anival systems was observed and 

explained. Finally, issues of sync'nronized chaos in the networks were discussed. 

The major conclusions can be summarized as follows: 

Small time dependent perturbations to the overall production rate of the system make it 

possible to stabilize analytically derived periodic orbits. This was demonstrated for a period-3- 

orbit with and without switching time of the server. The control law consists of a feeciback 

policy where one machine is left empty for a certain time until the trajectory is on target. By 

leaving a machine empty production is lost. (Paragraph 4.2) 

Switching time is introduced to the system. When a machine runs idle, this machine remains 

idle until the time it takes the server to switch to the idle machine has passed. Therefore 

production is lost when a switch is made. Switching time makes it possible to quantitatively 

compare a controlled orbit with a dense orbit, because their production rates are different. The 

dense orbit covers the whole state space and the controlled orbit does not; therefore the 

switching frequency of the dense orbit is higher than that of the controlled orbit. However, the 

controlled orbit loses extra production due to the control action. Simulations of this tradeoff 

show that the controlled orbit loses less production than the dense orbit. (Paragraph 4.3) 
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If incidentally more production is needed and switching time is the only factor that causes loss 

of production, then a higher production is reached when the capacity is focused on one 



machine instead of divided equally over all machines. Because lower switching frequencies 

are obtained when the variance of work rates between machines is higher. (Paragraph 4.4) 

In a closed network of sequential switched arrival systems, the work levels in the individual 

systems reach an equilibrium because the production rates of all systems strive to be equal. 

When equal work rates for all machines are assumed, the only difference in performance 

between the two systems is causes by the fraction of their switching times: c. To satisfy the 

equilibrium the switching frequency of X must be c times the switching frequency of Y. This 

causes the average amount of work in system X and system Y to take on certain levels. When 

c = I, both levels are the same, when c #1 the levels differ. (Paragraph 5.2) 

On the topic synchronization of chaos, more interesting behavior is seen in a closed network 

of three switched arrival systems than that of two switched arrival systems. Since the global 

mass balance over two systems forces the behavior of Y to be the mirrored version of X. This 

constraint is relaxed with three systems. 

However, the synchronization of chaos in a network of three switched arrival systems is not 

trivial. A simple plot of the oscillating work levels does not show straightforward synchronous 

behavior of the three systems. No wave patterns with phase lags or other signs of copied 

behavior exist. Yet, the systems do seem to influence each other in some way. (Paragraph 5.4 

and Paragraph 5.5) 



Future work 

The switched arrival system still has some challenges left. Especially on the subject of control in 

networks little has been said. Related to this are issues of synchronization and propagation of behavior 

in networks. Statements, mostly in the network case, should be generalized for arbitrary work rates. 

When models are used in engineering, they should try to answer relevant questions fiom an industrial 

pqj7: of view. It must be clezy 7&2t p T e s e  me&! ser\les. 

Some directions for hture work: 

Control in networks of switched arrival systems. How do control actions in a single cell 

propagate through a network of similar cells? Does every individual cell need control, or is it 

possible that by exciting a single cell in a certain way synchronization along the network can 

be established? How does behavior spread in networks of chaotic switched arrivai systems? 

Changing the model and switching rule by adding a more realistic policy called 'lot to lens' 

manufacturing. In this case certain lots can only be produced on certain machines. In an 

industrial environment this is a realistic property that causes complicated behavior. Different 

products follow different patterns along a reentrant production line. Implement this feature in 

an extended switched arrival system. 

Further data analysis of the network of three switched arrival systems to find on what level 

synchronization exists. To achieve this, a thorough definition of synchronization is necessary. 

Generalization of all statements to situations were work rates of machines are arbitrary. 
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Appendices 

All codes in the appendices are written in MATLAB version 6.0 (R12) 

I Period-3-orbit with switching time 

I1 Code: Single switched arrival system with control and switching time 

III Code: Network of two switched arrival systems no control 

IV Code: Network of three switched arrival systems no control 

V Code: Functions used in primary simulation code MATLAB 

a) adjust.m 

b) adjust2.m 

c) fifopo1.m 

d) fifopo1net.m 

e) nextempty.m 

f) n0nnegative.m 

g) 0rde.m 

h) peace.m 

i) switchnet2.m 



Period-3-orbit with switching time 

function [p3sw] = period3sw(rho,tswitch) 
% Period3sw determines the analytical period-3-orbit p3sw with switching time 
% tswitch is taken into account. 

p3sw=[a b c d e f]; 



I1 Code: Single switched arrival system with control and 
switching time 

clear all 

9 ~ 9 $ 3 9 g .  ..o~~o~Initial stuff 

xo= [O;O. 143; 1-0.1431 ; 
rho=[1/3;1/3;1/3] ; 
tswitch=[O.l 0.1 0.11 '; 
j=1; 
k=3 ; 
xOset=[xO! t 
order= [I ; 
sw=o; 
tcontrolset= [I : 

it=5000; %number of iterations 

~ - P P ~ - P P P  .ooo~ooCONTROL ACTION DATA 
control-ON=l % value 1 means control, 0 means no control 
xtarget=per~od3sw(rho,tswitch); 
xtargetcont=zeros(k,3); %you want to control it on the 1,3,5 of xtarget not on 2,4,6 
for i=l:k 

xtargetcont ( : , i) =xtarget ( : ,2*i-1) ; 
end 

ps=peace (rho) ; 
peacefac=0*1/10 %peace factor, assures that you stay away from the p's. 

%more peace is more freedom 

epsilon-c=zeros (k, 1) ; 
for i=l:k 

1 E  i==k 
epsilon-c (i) =peacefac*abs (xtargetcont (mod(i1, k , i - ps (mod (i+l, k) , i) ) ; 

else 
epsilon-c (i)=peacefac*abs (xtargetcont (itl, 1 )  - ps (i+l,i) ) ; 

end 
end 

%build in some inaccuracy in getting on the per~odic orblt 
epsilon-t = 0*[0.001 0.001 0.0011'; %epsilon-t=O --> get exactly on periodic orbit 

for i=l: k 
i$ epsilon-t (i) >epsilon-C (i) 

epsilon-c (i)=epsilon-t (i) ; 
end 

end 

99-PP~PSL OOOOOOOLOOP STARTS HERE 

for i=l:it 
[tfstempl = nextempty (x0, rho, j) ; 
order=[order [tfstemp j] ' 1 ;  
[xOset,xO] = adjust2 (xO,rho, j,xOset, rho, tfstemp) ; 
jnext=fifopol (x0) ; 

[jnextcor, jc, ttov, tinv, toutv, corner] = switchnet2 (x0, rho, j, tswitch) ; 
Wx=rho; Wx ( jnext) =O; 

if corner 
[xOset, xO1 = adjust2 (x0, Wx, j ,xOset, Wx, ttov) ; 
Wx=rho; Wx (jnextcor)=O; Wx (jc)=O; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust2 (xO,Wx, j,xOset,Wx, tinv) ; 
order (1, end) =order (1, end) +ttov+tinv; 
Wx(l:3)=rho; Wx(jc)=O; j=jnextcor; sw=sw+l; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust2 (xO,Wx, j,xOset,Wx, toutv) ; 
order= [order [toutv j ] ' ] ; 

else 
[xOset,xOl = adjust2 (xO,Wx, j,xOset,Wx, tswitch(jnext) ) ;  
order (1, end)=order (1, end) +tswitch (jnext) ; 



end 

if abs(xO(j)-xtargetcont(j,jnext)) > epsilon-~(jnext) & ... 
xO (j) < xtargetcont (j, jnext) & control-ON 

tcontrol= (abs (xO (j) -xtargetcont (j, jnext) + (rand-rand) *epsilon-t ( j )  ) ) / (sum(Wx) - 
rho(j)); 

[xOset,xO] = adjust2 (xO,Wx, j ,xOset, Wx, tcontrol) ; 
order (1, end)=order (1, end) +tcontrol; 
tcontrolset=[tcontrolset [tcontrol;jnext]]; 

end 

if corner 
j=jc; sw=sw+l; 

else 
j=jnext; sw=sw+l; 

end 

end 

temp=[cumsum(order(l, :));order(2, :)I; 
[a bl =size (temp) ; 
bla=find(temp (1, : )>=I) ; 
c=bla(l) ; 
swfreq=(b-c)/(temp(l,end)-temp(1,c)) 

%triangle plots 
tt=[O:O.Ol:l]; 
figure 
line(Oftt, tt, 1-tt) ; 
hold on; 
line(tt,O*tt, 1-tt) ; 
line(tt, 1-tt, O*tt) ; 
clear tt; 

%plot the trajectorie 
for i=l:length(xOset)-1; 
plot3 ([xOset(l,i) ,xOset (l,i+l) 1, [xoset (2,i) ,xOset (2,i+l) I, 

[xoset (3,i) ,xOset (3, i+l) I, 'r') 
end 



I11 Code: Network of two switched arrival systems no control 

clear all 

s~sor9-9-9- ...... .Initial stuff 
xO=[O;O.3478;1-0.34781; 
yO=[O;O.246;1-0.2461; 
rho=[1/3;1/3;1/3] ; 
kappa=rho; 
tswitchx=[a a a]'; tswitchy=c*[a a a]'; 
jx=l; j y=l; 
tstartx=O; tstarty=O; 
k=3 ; 
xOset= [xO; 01 ; yoset= [yo; 01 ; 
i~=1000; 
orderx= [O jxl ' ; ordery= [O j y] ' ; 
tcontrolset=Il; 
swx=[O 0 01; swy=[O 0 01; 
freq=[] ;swplot=[] ; 

Wx= [rho; min (x0 (2) /rho (2), x0 (3) /rho(3) ) 1 ; 
Wy=[kappa; mln(y0(2)/kappa(2),y0(3)/kappa(3))1; 
[tfstempx] = nextempty (x0, rho, 1x1 ; 
[tfstempy] = nextempty (yo, kappa, jy); 

%The guards that make it happen 
movex=l;movey=l; 
cleanswitchx=0;cleanswitchy=0; 
tovx=O; tovy=O; 
invx=O;invy=O; 
outvx=0;outvy=0; 
cornerx=O;cornery=O; 
controlx=O; 

% % % ' & ' & %  .oooooCONTROL ACTION DATA 
control-0N=0 
xtarget=period3sw(rho,tswitchx); 
xtargetcont=zeros(k,3); %you want to control it on the 1,3,5 of xtarget not on 2,4,6 
for i=l:k 

xtargetcont ( :, i) =xtarget ( :, 2*i-1) ; 
end 

ps=peace (rho) ; 
peacefac=O*l/lO %peace factor, assures that you stay away from the p's. 

%more peace is more freedom 

epsilon-c=zeros (k, 1) ; 
for i=l:k 

if i==k 
epsilon-c (i) =peacefac*abs (xtargetcont (mod (i+l, k) , i) - ps (mod (i+l, k )  , i) ) ; 

else 
epsilon-c (i)=peacefac*abs (xtargetcont (i+l, i) - ps (i+l, i) ) ; 

end 
end 

%build in some inaccuracy in getting on the periodic orbit 
epsilon-t = [0.001 0.001 0.0011'; 

for i=l:k 
if epsilon-t (i) >epsilon-c (i) 

epsilon-c (i) =epsilon-t (i) ; 
end 

end 

%9-9-%%9-%% . o ~ o o o ~ o L O O P  STARTS HERE 
for i=l:it 

if Wx(4) < Wy(4) 



if movex 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutIa] = nonnegative (Wx,Wy,Wx (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutIb] = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wx(4), yo, jy) ; 
orderx(l,end)=orderx(l,end) +Wx(4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  

[yoset, yo] = adjust(yO,wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wx(4)); 
prodx= [prodx Wxl ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4) 11; 

%after adjusting the values, change the outflow back to normal 
if diffoutIb, Wy (jy)=kappa (jy) ; diffoutIb=O; end 

jxnext=fifopolnet(xO,jx); 
[jxnextcor, jcx, ttovx, tinvx, toutvx, corner = switchnet2 (x0, rho, jx, tswitchx) ; 

if cornerx 
Wx (1: 3)=rho; Wx (jxnext)=O; Wx(4)=ttovx; 
tovx=l; 

else 
Wx(l:3)=rho; Wx(jxnext)=O; wx(4) =tswitchx (jxnext) ; 
cleanswitchx=l; 

end 
movex=O : 

elself cleansw~tchx 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condit~on to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffoutIIa] = nonnegative (Wx, Wy, Wx (4), x0, ]x) ; 
[Wy,diffoutIIb] = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wx(4), yo, jy); 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  
[yOset,yO] = ad]ust(yO,Wy(l:3),jy,yOset,~x(l:3),Wx(4)); 
prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4) 11; 

if diffoutIIb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutIIb=O; end 

~f abs(xO(jx)-xtargetcont(~x,jxnext)) > epsilon-~(jxnext) & ... 
xO (jx) < xtargetcont (jx, lxnext) & control-ON 

tcontrolx= (abs (x0 (]x) -xtargetcont ( jx, lxnext) + (rand- 
rand) *eps~lon-t (jx)) )/(sum(Wy(l:3) )-rho(]x) ) ;  

Wx (4) =tcontrolx; 
tcontrolset=[tcontrolset tcontrolxl; 
controlx=l; cleanswltchx=O; 

else 
j x= j xnext ; 
swx (]x) =swx ( JX) +l; 
[tfstempx] = nextempty(xO,rho,jx); 
Wx=[rho; tfstempx] ; 
%prodx= [prodx Wxl ; 
cleansw~tchx=O; movex=l; 
orderx= [orderx [O 1x1 ' I ; 

end 

elseif controlx 
Wy(4)=Wy (4) -Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffout-ca] = nonnegative (Wx, Wy, Wx ( 4 ) ,  x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffout-cbl = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wx(4),yO,jy); 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  
prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 

if diffout-cb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffout-cb=O; end 

%switch the server after switch without corner with control 
jx=jxnext; 



swx (jx) =swx (jx) +l; 
[tfstempx] = nextempty (xO, rho, jx) ; 
Wx=[rho;tfstempx]; 
%prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
controlx=O; movex=l; 
orderx= [orderx [0 jx] ' ] ; 

elseif tovx %ttovx < Wy(4) 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffoutIIIa] = nonnegative (Wx,Wy,Wx(4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy, diffoutIIIb] = nonnegative (Wy, Wx,Wx (4), yo, j y) ; 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx (4 ) ; 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (l,end)+Wx (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xG,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wx(4)); 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  

prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)]1; 

if diffoutIIIb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutIIIb=O; end 

Wx(l:3)=rho; Wx(jxnextcor)=O; Wx(jcx)=O; Wx (4)=tinvx; 
%prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
tovx=O ; invx=l ; 

elseif lnvx %tmvx < Wy(4) 
T.7.- wy ,=,-""y l n , -7.7 (4) -Wx(4) ; 
%extra condition to prevent negat~ve buffer levels 
[wx, dlffoutIVa] = nonnegatlve (Wx,Wy,Wx (4) ,xG, 1x1 ; 
[Wy,diffoutIVb] = nonnegatlve (Wy,Wx,Wx(4), yo, jy) ; 
orderx ( 1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx (4 ) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,wy (l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ; 
[yoset, yo] = adjust(yO,~y(l:3), jy,y~set,~x(l:3) ,Wx(4) 1; 
prodx= [prodx Wxl ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 

if diffoutlvb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutIVb=O; end 

Wx (l:3)=rho; Wx (jcx)=O; Wx(4)=toutvx; 
%prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
]x=]xnextcor; %the server swltches to the flrst buffer that 1s done sw~tchlng 
swx( -Jx)=swx( 1x1 +l; 
1nvx=0; outvx=l; 
orderx= [orderx [O 1x1 ' I ; 

elseif outvx %toutvx < Wy(4) 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutVa] = nonnegative(Wx,Wy,Wx(4),xO,jx); 
[Wy, diffoutvb] = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wx(4), yo, j y) ; 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx ( 4 ) ; 
ordery(l,end)=ordery(l,end)+Wx(4); 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wx(4)); 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3),Wx(4) ) ;  
prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 

if diffoutvb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutVb=O; end 

%switch the server na corner action 
jx=jcx; %the server switches to the last buffer that is done switching 
swx (jx)=swx( jx) +l; 
[tfstempx] = nextempty (xO, rho, jx) ; 
Wx=[rho;tfstempx]; 
%prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
outvx=0;movex=l; 
orderx= [orderx [O jxl ' I ; 

end 

elseif Wx (4) > Wy(4) 
if move y 

Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wy(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 



[Wx, dif foutVIa] = nonnegative (Wx, Wy,Wy (4) , x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutVIb] = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wy (41, yo, jy) ; 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wy(4) ; 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3),Wy(4)); 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3),Wy(4) ) ;  
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)1]; 
prody= [prody Wy] ; 

%after adjusting the values, change the outflow back to normal 
if diffoutVIa, wx (jx) =rho (jx) ; diffoutVIa=O; end 

j ynext=fifopolnet (yo, j y) ; 
[jynextcor, jcy,ttovy,tinvy,toutvy,cornery] = 

switchnet2 (yo, kappa, jy, tswitchy) ; 

if cornery 
Wy (1:3)=kappa; Wy (jynext)=O; Wy (4)=ttovy; 
%prody= [prody Wy] ; 
tovy=l; 

else 
Wy(l:3)=kappa; Wy (jynext)=O; Wy(4)=tswitchy (jynext) ; 
%prody= [prody Wy] ; 
cleanswitchy=l; 

end 
move y=0 ; 

elseif cleanswitchy 
wx (4) =Wx (4) -Wy (4) ; 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffoutVIIa] = nonnegative (Wx,Wy,Wy (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutVIIb] = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wy (4), yo, jy); 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wy(4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wy(4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3) ,my( 
[yOset,yOl = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy, yOset,Wx(l:3),Wy( 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)]]; 
prody= [prody Wyl ; 

if diffoutVIIa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutVIIa=O; end 

%switch the server na switch without corner 
j y= j ynext ; 
swy(jy)=swy (JY) +l; 
[tfstempy] = nextempty (yo, kappa, jy); 
Wy=[kappa;tfstempy]; 
%prody= [prody Wy] ; 
cleanswltchy=O; movey=l; 
ordery=[ordery [O jy] '1 ; 

elseif tovy %ttovy < Wx(4) 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wy (4) ; 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffoutVIIIa1 = nonnegative (Wx,Wy, Wy (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy, diffoutVIIIb] = nonnegative (Wy, Wx, Wy (4) , yo, j y) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wy(4) ) ;  

[yoset, yo] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3),Wy(4) 1; 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)]]; 
prody= [prody Wy] ; 

if diffoutVIIIa, Wx( jx)=rho(jx) ; diffoutVIIIa=O; end 

WY (1 : 3) =kappa; Wy (j ynextcor) =o; WY (jcy) =o; wy (4) =tinvy; 
%prody= [prody Wy] ; 
tOvy=O; invy=l; 

elseif invy %tinvy < Wx(4) 
Wx(4)=Wx(4) -Wy(4) ; 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutIXa] = nonnegative(Wx,Wy,Wy (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutIXb] = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wy (41, yo, jy) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wy(4) ; 



orderx (1, end)=orderx (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wy(1:3),Wy(4)); 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(1:3) ,Wy(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)11; 
prody= [prody Wy] ; 

if diffoutIXa, Wx (jx)=rho (jx) ; diffoutIXa=O; end 

Wy (1:3)=kappa; Wy (jcy)=O; Wy (4)=toutvy; 
%prody= [prody Wy] ; 
jy=jynextcor; %the server switches to the first buffer that is done switching 
swy(jy)=swy(jy)+l; 
invy=O; outvy=l; 
ordery=[ordery [O jyl ' 1 ; 

elseif outvy %toutvy < Wx(4) 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wy(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negatlve buffer levels 
[Wx,dlffoutXal = nonnegative (Wx,Wy,Wy (4) ,x0, JX) ; 
[Wy, dlffoutXb1 = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wy (4), yo, jy) ; 
ordery (l,end)=ordery (1, end) tWy ( 4 )  ; 
orderx (1, end)=orderx (1, end)+Wy (4) ; 

if diffoutxa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutXa=O; end 

jy=]cy; %the server swltches to the last buffer that IS done swltch~ng 
Swy(~y)=swy(Jy)+l; 
[tfstempy] = nextempty (yo, kappa, jy) ; 
Wy=[kappa;tfstempy]; 
%prody= [prody Wy] ; 
outvy=0;movey=l; 
ordery= [ordery [O j y] ' ] ; 

end 
end 
lf swx > 0 & swy > 0 

freq=[freq [sum(swx) /sum(swy) sum(prodx(4, : ) ) 1 '1 ; %switch frequency as a 
function of time 

swplot=[swplot [sum(swx'.*tswitchx.*rho) sum(swy'.*tswltchy.*kappa) 
sum(prodx(4, :))]'I; 

end 
end 

9 9 3 9 3 %  ANALYSIS 

prodploty= [I ; 
for i=l:length (PY) -1 

if PY (2,i)==O 
prodploty=lprodploty 

else 
prodploty=[prodploty 

end 
end 

prodplotx= [I ; 
for i=l:length (PX) -1 

if PX(2,i)==O 
prodplotx= [prodplotx [PX ( : , i-1) PX ( : , i+l) 1 1 ; 

else 
prodplotx= [prodplotx [PX ( : , i) 1 1 ; 

end 
end 

%%check the total time 
sum(prodx(4,l:end)) ,sum(xOset(4, : I )  
sum(prody(4,l:end)),sum(yOset(4,:)) 

%%check total production 
totalprod~x=sum(prod([sum(prodx(1:3, :));prodx(4, :)I ) )  



%calculate the switching frequencies 
tempx=[cumsum(orderx(l, : )  ) ;orderx(2, : )  ] ; 
[ax bx]=size (tempx) ; 
blax=find(tempx (1, :)>=I) ; %>=500 % (drop the first 500 seconds) 
cx=blax (1) ; 
swfreqx=(bx-cx) / (tempx(1,end)-tempx(1,cx)) 
sum(swx) /tempx(l, end) 

temPy=[cumsum(ordery(l, :));ordery(2, :)I; 
Lay byl=size (tempy) ; 
blay=find(tempy (1, :)>=I) ; %>=500 %(drop the first 500 seconds) 
cy=blay (1) ; 
swfreqy=(by-cy) / (tempy (1,end)-tempy(l,cy) ) 
sum(swy) /tempy (1, end) 

%stabalisation at certain levels 
figure; 
plot (curnsum(x0set (4, : )  ) ,  sum(x0set (l:3, : )  ) ) 
hold on; 
plot(cumsum(yOset(4, : )  ),sum(yOset(l:3, : ) ) ,  'r') 
xlabel ( ' t~me' ) 
ylabel ( 'work' ) 
title('Se1f-stabilizing buffer levels') 

%production plots 
cs=cumsum(prodplotx(2,:)); %totalprodchecks=sum(prod(prodplot)); %area under the graph 
prodplotsx= [ [prodplotx (1, : )  prodplotx (1, end) 1 ; [O cs (1:end) ] ] ; 
flgure; 
stalrs (prodplotsx (2, :) ,prodplotsx (1, :) ) 
a x ~ s  ([O ceil (cs (end) ) 0 1.11 1; 
tltle('outf1ow of system x') 
xlabel ( ' tlme ' ) ; 
ylabel( 'out' ) ; 

cs=cumsum(prodploty(2,:)); %totalprodchecks=sum(prod(prodplot)); %area under the graph 
prodplotsy= [ [prodploty (1, :) prodploty (1, end) 1 ; [O cs (1 :end) 1 I ; 
figure; 
stalrs (prodplotsy (2, :) ,prodplotsy (1, : )  ) 
axis ( [O ceil (cs (end) ) 0 1.11 ) ; 
title('outf1ow of system y') 
xlabel ( 'time' ) ; 
ylabel ( 'out ' ) 

%synchronisation plot x min y 
i=2; j=2; 
px=prodplotsx;py=prodplotsy; 
syn=[O 01'; 

while syn(2, end) < m 
if px(2,i) < py(2,j) 

syn=[syn [px(l,i-1)-py(1, j-1) px(2,i)l 'I; 
i=i+l; 

elseif px(2,i) > py(2, j) 
syn=[syn [px(l,i-l)-py(l,j-l) py(2,j) I 'I; 
j=j+l; 

elseif px(2,i) == py(2, j) 
syn=[syn [px(l,i-1)-py(1, j-1) px(2,i)l ' 1 ;  
i=i+l; j=j+l; 

end 
end 

synstair=[[syn(l, : )  syn(1,end) 1; [O syn(2,l:end)ll; 
figure; 
stairs (synstair (2, : )  , synstair (1, : )  ) 

axis([O ceil(synstair(2,end)) -1 I]); 
title('difference of outflow between X and Y') 
xlabel('timel); 
ylabel ( 'out ' ) 



%triangle plots 
tt=[O:O.Ol:l]; 
figure 
line (O*tt, tt, 1-tt) ; 
hold on; 
line (tt, O*tt, 1-tt) ; 
line(tt,l-tt,Ohtt); 
clear tt; 

%plot the trajectorie (turn on when necessary: takes some time) 
%for i=l:length(xOset) -1; 
% plot3([xOset(l,i) ,xOset(l,i+l)], [xOset(2,i) ,xOset(Z,itl) I , .  . . 
, [xoset (3,i) ,xOset(3,i+l) I, 'r') 
%end 

%triangle plots 
tt=[O:O.Ol:ll; 
figure 
line (O*tt,tt, 1-tt) ; 
hold on; 
line (tt, O*tt, 1-tt) ; 
line (tt, 1-tt, O*tt) ; 
clear tt; 

%plot the trajectorie (turn on when necessary: takes some time) 
%for i=l:length(yOset)-1; 
% plot3([yOset (1,i) ,yoset (l,l+l) I, [yOset(Z,i) ,yoset (2,i+l) I , .  . . 
% [yoset (3,i) ,yoset (3,1+l)l, 'r') 
%end 



IV Code: Network of three switched arrival systems no control 

clear all 

99-9-9-939- o o  o o o  ,Initial stuff 

~0=[0;0.21;1-0.211; yO=[O;0.398;1-0.3981; zO=[O;O.742;1-0.7421; 
rho=[1/3;1/3;1/3]; kappa=rho; mu=rho; 
tswitchx=[a a a] ' ; tswitchy=b* [a a a] '; tswitchz=c* [a a a] '; 
jx=l; j y=l; j z=l; 
tstartx=O; tstarty=O; tstartz=O; 
k=3 ; 
xOset= [xO; 01 ; yoset= [yo; 01 ; zOset=[zO; 01 ; 
it=1000; 
orderx=[O jxl '; ordery=[O jy] '; orderz=[O jz] '; 

Wx=[rho; min (x0 (2) /rho (2) ,x0 (3) /rho (3) ) 1 ;  
Wy=[kappa; mln(y0(2)/kappa(2) ,y0(3)/kappa(3)) 1; 
Wz=[mu; min(z0(2)/mu(2),z0(3)/mu(3))]; 

[tfstempxl = nextempty (xO, rho, jx) ; 
[tfstempyl = nextempty (yo, kappa, jy) ; 
[tfstempzl = nextempty (zO,mu, jz) ; 

%%%The guards 
movex=l;movey=l;movez=1; 
cleanswitchx=0;cleansw~tchy=0;cleanswitchz=O; 
tovx=O; tovy=O; tovz=O; 
invx=0; invy=O; invz=O; 
outvx=O; outvy=O; outvz=O; 
cornerx=O; cornery=O; cornerz=O; 
controlx=O; 

9 3 3 3 3 %  ooooooCONTROL ACTION DATA 

control-0N=0 
xtarget=per1od3sw(rho,tswitchx); 
xtargetcont=zeros(k,3); %you want to control it on the 1,3,5 of xtarget not on 2,4,6 
for i=l:k 

xtargetcont ( : , i) =xtarget ( :, 2*i-1) ; 
end 

ps=peace (rho) ; 
peacefac=O*l/lO %peace factor, assures that you stay away from the p's. 

%more peace is more freedom. If zero than always control 

epsilon-c=zeros (k, 1) ; 
for i=l:k 

if i==k 
epsilon-c (i) =peacefac*abs (xtargetcont (mod i t ,  k , i - ps (mod (i+l, k) , i) ) ; 

else 
epsilon-c (i) =peacefac*abs (xtargetcont (itl, i) - ps (i+l, i) ) ; 

end 
end 

%build in some inaccuracy in getting on the periodic orbit 
epsilon-t = [0.001 0.001 0.0011'; 

for i=l:k 
if epsilon-t (i) >epsilon-c (i) 

epsilon-c (i) =epsilon-t (i) ; 
end 

end 



9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  o o o o o o ~ o L O O P  STARTS HERE 

for i=l:it 
if Wx(4) < Wy(4) & Wx(4) < Wz(4) 

if movex 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutIa] = nonnegative (Wx,Wz,Wx (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutIb] = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wx(4), yo, jy); 
[Wz,diffoutIc] = nonnegative(Wz,Wy,Wx(4),zO,jz); 
orderx(l,end)=orderx(l,end) tWx(4) ; 
ordery (l,end)=ordery (1, end)+Wx (4) ; 
orderz (1, end)=orderz (1, end) +Wx(4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  
[yoset, yo] = adjust (y0,Wy (l:3), jy, yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  

[zOset, zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz, zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wx(4)); 
prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wx(4)11; 

%after adjusting the values, change the outflow back to normal 
if diffoutIb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutIb=O; end 
if diffoutIc, Wz (jz)=mu(jz); diffoutIc=O; end 

jxnext=fifopolnet (x0, jx) ; 
[jxnextcor,jcx,ttovx,tinvx,toutvx,cornerx] = switchnet2(x0,rho,jx,tswitchx); 

if cornerx 
Wx(l:3)=rho; Wx(jxnext)=O; Wx(4)=ttovx; 
tovx=l; 

else 
Wx(l:3)=rho; Wx(]xnext)=O; Wx(4)=tswitchx(jxnext); 
cleanswitchx=l; 

end 
movex=O; 

elself cleanswitchx 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condltlon to prevent negatlve buffer levels 
[Wx,dlffoutIIa] = nonnegative (Wx,Wz,Wx(4) ,x0, JX) ; 
[Wy,dlffoutIIb] = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wx(4) ,yo, jy) ; 
[Wz,dlffoutIIc] = nonnegatlve(Wz,Wy,Wx(4), zO, jz) ; 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (1,end) tWx (4) ; 
orderz (l,end)=orderz (l,end)+Wx(4); 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,wz(l:3),~~(4)); 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,~x(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  

[zOset,zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz,zOset,Wy(l:3),Wx(4)); 
prodx=[prodx Wxl; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wx(4)11; 

if diffoutIIb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutIIb=O; end 
if diffoutIIc, Wz (jz)=mu(jz) ; diffoutIIc=O; end 

if abs (x0 (jx)-xtargetcont (jx, jxnext)) > epsilon-~(jxnext) & . . . 
xO(jx) < xtargetcont(jx,jxnext) & control-ON 

tcontrolx=(abs (x0 (jx) -xtargetcont (jx, jxnext? t (rand- 
rand) *epsilon-t (jx) ) ) /(sum(Wz (l:3) ) -rho( jx) 1 ; 

Wx (4) =tcontrolx; 
tcontrolset=[tcontrolset tcontrolxl; 
controlx=l; cleanswitchx=O; 

else 
jx=jxnext; 
swx=swxtl; 
[tfstempx] = nextempty(xO,rho,jx); 
Wx= [rho; tfstempxl ; 
cleanswitchx=O; movex=l; 
orderx= [orderx [O jxl ' I ; 

end 

elseif controlx 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffout-ca] = nonnegative (Wx,Wz,Wx (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffout-cb] = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wx(4), yo, jy) ; 



[Wz,diffout-ccl = nonnegative(Wz,Wy,Wx(4) ,zO, jz); 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
orderz (1, end) =orderz (1, end) +Wx(4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  
[yOset,yOl = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3),Wx(4) ) ;  
[zOset, zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz, zOset,Wy(l:3),Wx(4) 1;  
prodx= [prodx Wx] ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wx(4)]]; 

if diffout-cb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffout-cb=O; end 
if diffout-cc, Wz (jz)=mu(jz) ; diffout-cc-0; end 

%switch the server after switch without corner after control 
jx= j xnext ; 
swx=swx+l; 
[tfstempxl = nextempty (x0, rho, jx) ; 
Wx= [rho; tfsteinpx] ; 
controlx=O; movex=l; 
orderx= [orderx [O jx] '1 ; 

elseif tovx %ttovx < Wy(4) 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffoutIIIa1 = nonnegative (Wx,Wz,wx(4) ,x0, JX) ; 
[Wy,diffoutIIIbl = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wx(4), y0,jy) ; 
[Wz, diffoutIIIcl = nonnegatrve (Wz,Wy,Wx (4), zO, jz) ; 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wx ( 4 )  ; 
orderz(l,end)=orderz(l,end)+Wx(4); 

[xOset,xOl = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz 
[yoset, yo] = adjust (y0,Wy (l:3), jy, yOset,wx 
[zOset,zO] = adjust(zO,wz(l:3), jz, zOset,wy 
prodx= [prodx Wxl ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wx(4)]1; 

if diffoutIIIb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); dlffoutIIIb=O; end 
if diffoutIIIc, Wz(jz)=mu(jz); diffoutIIIc=O; end 

elseif invx %tinvx < Wy(4) 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffoutIVa] = nonneqative (Wx,Wz,Wx (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutIVbl = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wx(4) ,yO,j~ 
[WZ, diffoutIVc1 = nonnegative (Wz,Wy,Wx(4), 20, jz 
orderx(l,end)=orderx(l,end)+Wx(4); 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
orderz (l,end)=orderz (1,end) +Wx(4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3) ,jx,xOset,Wz (l:3) 
[yOset,yOl = adjust(yO,~y(l:3), jy, ~Oset,~x(l:3) 
[zOset,zO] = ~ ~ J u s ~ ( z O , W Z ( ~ : ~ ) ,  jz,zOset,~y(l:3) 
prodx= [prodx Wxl ; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wx(4)11; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wx(4)11; 

if diffoutIVb, Wy (jy)=kappa( jy) ; diffoutIVb=O; end 
if diffoutIVc, Wz (jz)=mu( jz) ; diffoutIVc=O; end 

Wx(l:3)=rho; Wx(jcx)=O; Wx(4)=toutvx; 
jx=jxnextcor; %server switches to the first buffer that is done switching 
swx=swx+l; 
invx=O; outvx=l; 
orderx=[orderx [O jxl 'I ; 

elseif outvx %toutvx < Wy(4) 
Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wx(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wx(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutVal = nonnegative (Wx, Wz, Wx(4) ,xO, jx) : 
[Wy,diffoutVbl = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wx(4), yo, jy) ; 



[Wz,diffoutVc] = nonnegative(Wz,Wy,Wx(4),zO, jz); 
orderx (1, end)=orderx (1, end) +Wx (4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery ( I ,  end) +Wx (4) ; 
orderz (1, end)=orderz (l,end)+Wx (4) ; 

[xOset,xOl = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wx(4) ) ;  
[yoset, yo] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy, yOset,wx(l:3) ,Wx(4)); 
[zOset, zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz,zOset,wy(l:3),Wx(4)); 
prodx=[prodx Wxl; 
prody=[prody [Wy(1:3);Wx(4)11; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wx(4)11; 

if diffoutvb, Wy (jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutVb=O; end 
if diffoutvc, Wz(jz)=mu(jz); diffoutVc=O; end 

%switch the server na corner action 
jx=jcx; %server switches to the last buffer that is done switching 
swx=swx+l; 
[tfstempx] = nextempty (xO, rho, jx) ; 
Wx= [rho; tfstempx] ; 
outvx=0;movex=l; 
orderx= [orderx [O jx] ' ] ; 

end 

elself Wy(4) < Wx(4) & Wy(4) < Wz(4) 
~f move y 

Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wy(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wy(4); 
s- .extra condit;on to prevent negatlve buffer levels 
[Wx,d;ffoutVIa] = nonnegat~ve (Wx,Wz,Wy (4) ,xO,]x) ; 
[Wy,dlffoutVIb] = nonnegat1ve(Wy,Wx,Wy(4), yo, gy)  ; 
[Wz,diffoutVIc] = nonnegat~ve(Wz,Wy,Wy(4),zO,]z); 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 
ordery (1, end) =ordery (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 
orderz (1, end) =orderz (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz (l:3) ,Wy(4) 1; 
[yoset, yo] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy, yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wy(4)); 
[zOset, zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz, zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wy(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)]1; 
prody= [prody Wyl ; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wy(4)1]; 

%after adlusting the values, change the outflow back to normal 
if diffoutVIa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutVIa=O; end 
if d~ffoutVIc, Wz (jz)=mu(jz) ; diffoutVIc=O; end 

j ynext=fifopolnet (yo, j y) ; 
[ j ynextcor, jcy, ttovy, tinvy, toutvy, corner = 

switchnet2 (yo, kappa, jy, tswitchy) ; 

if cornery 
Wy (1:3)=kappa; Wy (jynext)=O; Wy (4)=ttovy; 
tovy=l; 

else 
Wy (1:3)=kappa; Wy (jynext)=O; ~y (4)=tswitchy (jynext) ; 
cleanswitchy=l; 

end 
movey=O ; 

elseif cleanswitchy 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wy(4); Wz(4)=W2(4)-Wy(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, dif foutVIIa] = nonnegative (Wx, Wz, Wy (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutVIIbl = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wy (4), yo, jy); 
[Wz, diffoutVIIc] = nonnegative (Wz, Wy, Wy (4), zO, jz) ; 
orderx(l,end)=orderx(l,end)+Wy(4); 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (1, end)+Wy (4) ; 
orderz(l,end)=orderz(l,end)+Wy(4); 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3),jx,xOset,Wz(l:3),Wy(4)); 
[yoset, yo] = adjust (yO,Wy(l:3), jy, yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wy (4) ) ; 
[zOset,zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz, zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wy(4) ) ;  
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)]1; 
prody= [prody Wyl ; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wy(4)]1; 

if diffoutVIIa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutVIIa=O; end 



if diffoutVIIc, Wz (jz)=mu(jz); diffoutVIIc=O; end 

%switch the server after switch without corner 
j y=j ynext; 
swy=swytl; 
[tfstempyl = nextempty(y0, kappa, jy) ; 
Wy=[kappa;tfstempy]; 
cleanswitchy=O; movey=l; 
ordery= [ordery [0 j y] ' ] ; 

elseif tovy %ttovy < Wx(4) 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wy(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wy(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutVIIIa] = nonnegative(Wx,Wz,Wy(4) ,x0, jx); 
[Wy,diffoutVIIIb] = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wy (4), yo, jy) ; 
[Wz,diffoutVIIIc] = nonnegative (Wz,Wy,Wy (4), zO, jz); 
orderx(l,end)=orderx(l;end)+Wy(4); 
ordery(l,end)=ordery(l,end)+Wy(4); 
orderz (l,end)=orderz (l,end)+Wy (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wy(4)) ; 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wy(4)); 
[zOset,zO] = adjust (zO,Wz(l:3), jz,zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wy(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)11; 
prody= [prody Wyl ; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3);Wy(4)11; 

if diffoutVIIIa, Wx (jx)=rho( jx) ; diffoutVIIIa=O; end 
if diffoutVIIIc, Wz (jz)=mu (jz) ; dlffoutVIIIc=O; end 

elseif invy %tinvy < Wx(4) 
Wx(4)=Wx(4) -wy (4) ; wz (4)=Wz (4)-wy (4); 
%extra cond~tion to prevent negat~ve buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutIXa] = nonnegative (Wx,Wz,Wy (4) ,x0,7x); 
[Wy,diffoutIXbl = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wy(4) ,yo, jy); 
[Wz,diffoutIXc] = nonnegative(Wz,Wy,Wy(4) ,zO, jz); 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) tWy (4) ; 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 
orderz (1, end) =orderz (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,wy(4) 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(1:3), jy, yOset,Wx(1:3),Wy(4) 
[zOset, zO1 = adjust(zO,Wz(1:3), jz,zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wy(4) 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)]1; 
prody= [prody Wyl ; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz (l:3) ;Wy (4) 1 1  ; 

if diffoutIXa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutIXa=O; end 
if diffoutIXc, Wz (jz)=mu(jz); diffoutIXc=O; end 

jy=jynextcor; %server switches to the first buffer that is done switching 
swy=swy+l; 
invy=O; outvy=l; 
ordery= [ordery [O j y] '1 ; 

elseif outvy %toutvy < Wx(4) 
Wx(4)=Wx(4) -Wy(4); Wz(4)=Wz(4)-Wy(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutXa] = nonnegative (Wx,Wz,Wy (4) ,x0, jx); 
[Wy,diffoutXbl = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wy(4), yo, jy) ; 
[Wz,diffoutXc] = nonnegative (Wz,Wy,Wy(4), zO, jz) ; 
orderx (1, end)=orderx (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (1, end) +Wy (4) ; 
orderz (1, end)=orderz (1, end)+Wy (4) ; 

[xOset,xOJ = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz (l:3) ,Wy (4) ) ; 
[yoset, yo] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy, yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wy(4) 1; 
[zOset,zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz,zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wy(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wy(4)]]; 
prody= [prody Wy] ; 
prodz=[prodz [Wz(l:3) ;Wy(4) 11; 

if diffoutxa, Wx (jx) =rho (jx) ; diffoutXa=O; end 



if diffoutxc, ~z(jz)=mu(jz) ; diffoutXc=O; end 

jy=jcy; %server switches to the last buffer that is done switching 
swy=swy+l; 
[tfstempy] = nextempty(y0, kappa, jy) ; 
Wy=[kappa;tfstempy]; 
outvy=O;movey=l; 
ordery= [ordery [O jy] ' ] ; 

end 

elseif Wz(4) < Wx(4) & Wz(4) < Wy(4) 
if move z 

Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wz(4); Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wz(41; 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, diffoutXIa] = nonnegative (Wx.Wz,Wz (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy, diffoutXIb1 = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wz (4), yo, jy) ; 
IWz, diffoutXIc] = nonnegative (Wz,~y,Wz (4), zO, jz) ; 
orderx(l,end)=orderx(l,end)+Wz(4); 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (1, end) +Wz (4) ; 
orderz (1, end) =orderz (1, end) +Wz (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = ad]ust(xO,W~(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wz(4) ) ;  

[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(1:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wz(4) ) :  
[zOset, zO] = adjust(z0,Wz (l:3), jz, zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wz(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wz(4)11; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wz(4)]1; 
prodz= [prodz Wzl ; 

%after adjusting the values, change the outflow back to normal 
if dif foutXIa, Wx ( jx) =rho (jx) ; dif foutXIa=O; end 
if diffoutXIb, Wy( jy)=kappa( jy) ; diffoutXIb=O; end 

jznext=fifopolnet (z0, jz) ; 
[ j znextcor, jcz, ttovz, tinvz, toutvz, corner = switchnet2 (zO,mu, j z, tswitchz) ; 

elself cleanswltchz 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wz(4); wy (4)=Wy(4)-Wz(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, dlffoutXIIa1 = nonnegatlve (Wx,Wz,Wz (4) ,x0, ]x) ; 
[Wy,dlffoutXIIbl = nonnegat~ve (Wy,Wx,Wz (4), yo, 7y); 
[Wz,dlffoutXIIc] = nonnegat1ve(Wz,Wy,Wz(4),zO,]z); 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wz (4) ; 
ordery (l,end)=ordery (l,end)+Wz (4) ; 
orderz (l,end)=orderz (1, end)+Wz (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), ]x,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wz(4) 1;  
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3),Wz(4)); 
[zOset,zO] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz,zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wz(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(l:3);Wz(4)11; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wz(4)1]; 
prodz= [prodz Wzl ; 

if diffoutXIIa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutXIIa=O; end 
if diffoutXIIb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutXIIb=O; end 

%switch the server after switch without corner 
j z=j znext; 
swz=swz+l; 
[tfstempz] = nextempty (zO,mu, jz) ; 
Wz= [mu; tfstempz] ; 
cleanswitchz=O; movez=l; 
orderz=[orderz [O jz] '1 ; 

elseif tovz 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wz(4); Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wz(4): 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutXIIIal = nonnegative (Wx,Wz,Wz (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutXIIIbl = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wz(4) ,yO,jy) ; 



[Wz, diffoutXIIIc] = nonnegative (Wz,Wy,Wz (4), zO, jz) 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wz (4) ; 
ordery(l,end)=ordery(l,end)+Wz(4); 
orderz (1, end)=orderz (1, end) tWz (4) ; 

] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wz( 
] = adjust (yO,Wy(l:3), jy, yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wz ( 
] = adjust(zO,Wz(l:3), jz,zOset,Wy(l:3),Wz(4)); 

prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wz(4)11; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wz(4)11; 
prodz= [prodz Wzl ; 

if diffoutXIIIa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutXIIIa=O; end 
if dif foutXIIIb, Wy (j y) =kappa (j y) ; dif foutXIIIb=O; end 

elseif invz 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wz(4); Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wz(4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx,diffoutXIVa] = nonnegative (Wx, Wz, Wz (4) ,x0, jx) ; 
[Wy, diffoutXIVb1 = nonnegative (Wy,Wx,Wz (4), yo, jy) ; 
[Wz,diffoutXIVc] = nonnegative (Wz,Wy,Wz (41, zO, jz) ; 
orderx ( 1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wz (4 ) ; 
ordery (l,end)=ordery (l,end)+Wz (4) ; 
orderz (1, end) =orderz (1, end) tWz (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust(xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wz(4)); 
[yOset,yO] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), ]y,yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wz(4)); 
[zOset, zO] = adjust (zO,Wz(l:3), jz, zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wz(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wz(4)1]; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wz(4)11; 
prodz= [prodz Wz] ; 

~f diffoutXIVa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutXIVa=O; end 
if dif foutXIVb, Wy (j y) =kappa (j y) ; dif foutXIVb=O; end 

Wz(1:3)=mu; Wz(jcz)=O; Wz(4)=toutvz; 
jz=jznextcor; %server switches to flrst buffer that is done switching; 
swz=swz+l; 
invz=O; outvz=l; 
orderz= [orderz [O j z] ' ] ; 

elseif outvz 
Wx(4)=Wx(4)-Wz (4); Wy(4)=Wy(4)-Wz (4); 
%extra condition to prevent negative buffer levels 
[Wx, dif foutXVa] = nonnegative (Wx, Wz, Wz (4) ,xO, jx) ; 
[Wy,diffoutXVb] = nonnegative(Wy,Wx,Wz(4),yO,jy); 
[Wz,diffoutXVc] = nonnegative(Wz,Wy,Wz(4), zO, jz) ; 
orderx (1, end) =orderx (1, end) +Wz (4) ; 
ordery (1, end)=ordery (1, end) W 4 )  ; 
orderz (1, end) =orderz (1, end) +Wz (4) ; 

[xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wx(l:3), jx,xOset,Wz(l:3) ,Wz (4) ) ; 
[yoset, yo] = adjust(yO,Wy(l:3), jy,yOset,Wx(l:3) ,Wz(4) 1; 
[zOset, zO] = adjust(z0,Wz (l:3), jz, zOset,Wy(l:3) ,Wz(4)); 
prodx=[prodx [Wx(1:3);Wz(4)]]; 
prody=[prody [Wy(l:3);Wz(4)]]; 
prodz= [prodz Wz] ; 

if diffoutXVa, Wx(jx)=rho(jx); diffoutXVa=O; end 
if diffoutxvb, Wy(jy)=kappa(jy); diffoutXVb=O; end 

jz=jcz; %server switches to the last buffer that is done switching; 
swz=swztl; 
[tfstempzl = nextempty(zO,mu, jz); 
Wz=Emu;tfstempz]; 
outvz=0;movez=l; 
orderz= [orderz [0 j z] ' ] ; 

end 
end 

end 

9-9-%%%% o o o o o o  ANALYSIS 



prodplotx= [I ; 
for i=l:length (PX) -1 

if PX (2, i) ==0 
prodplotx=[prodplotx [PX 

else 
prodplotx=[prodplotx [PX 

end 
end 

prodploty= [I ; 
for i=l :length (PY) -1 

if PY(2,i)==O -- 

prodploty=[prodploty [PY 
else 

prodploty=[prodploty [PY 
end 

end 

prodplotz= [I ; 
for i=l :length (PZ) -1 

if PZ(2,i)==O 
prodplotz= [prodplotz [PZ ( 

else 
prodplotz=[prodplotz [Pz(:,i)lI; 

end 
end 

%%check the total time 
sum(prodx(4,l:end)) ,sum(xOset (4, : )  

sum(prody(4,l:end)) ,sum(yOset(4, : ) )  
sum(prodz(4,l:end)) ,sum(zOset(4, : ) I  

%%check total production 
totalprod~x=sum(prod([sum(prodx(l:3,:) );podx4, :)I ) )  

totalprod-y=sum(prod( [sum(prody (l:3, : )  ) ;prody (4, : I) ) 
totalprod-z=sum(prod( Esum(prodz (1:3, : ) ) ;prod2 (4, : )  I) ) 

%calculate the switching frequencies (drop the first 100 seconds) 
tempx= [cumsum(orderx (1, : )  ) ;orderx (2, : ) ] ; 
[ax bxl =size (tempx) ; 
blax=find(tempx(l, :)>=loo); 
cx=blax (1) ; 
swfreqx= (bx-cx) / (tempx (1, end) -tempx (1,cx 
swx/tempx(l, end) 

tempy=[cumsum(ordery(l,:));ordery(2,:)]; 
[ay byl=size (tempy) ; 
blay=find(tempy (1, :)>=loo) ; 
cy=blay (1) ; 
swfreqy= (by-cy) / (tempy (1, end) -tempy (1, cy 
swy/tempy (1, end) 

tempz=[cumsum(orderz (1, : )  ) ;order2 (2, :)I; 
[az bzl=size (tempz) ; 
blaz=find(tempz (1, : )  >=loo) ; 
cz=blaz (1) ; 
swfreqz= (bz-cz) / (tempz (1, end) -temp2 (1, cz) ) 
swz/tempz (1, end) 

99999-9 . . , o o o PLOTTING 

%stabalisation at certain levels 
figure; 
plot (cumsum(x0set (4, : )  ) ,  sum(x0set (l:3, : )  ) ) 

hold on; 
plot (curnsum(y0set (4, : )  ) , sum(y0set (l:3, : )  ) , 
plot (cumsum(z0set (4, : )  ) , sum(z0set (l:3, : ) ) , 

xlabel ( ' time ' ) 
ylabel( 'work' ) 
title('mirrored oscillating buffer levels' 



%production plots 
cs=cumsum(prodplotx (2, : ) ) ; %totalprodchecks=sun(prod (prodplot) ) ; %area under the graph 
prodplotsx= [ [prodplotx (1, : ) prodplotx (1, end) 1 ; [0 cs (1 :end) 1 1 ; 
figure; 
stairs (prodplotsx (2, : )  ,prodplotsx (1, : )  ) 

axis([O ceil(cs(end)) 0 1.11); 
title ('outflow of system x' ) 
xlabel ( ' time ' ) ; 
ylabel ( 'out ' ) ; 

cs=cumsum(prodploty (2, : ) ) ; %totalprodchecks=sum(prod(prodplot) ) ; %area under the graph 
prodplotsy=[[prodploty(l,:) prodploty(l,end)];[O cs(l:end)]]; 
figure; 
stairs (prodplotsy (2, : )  ,prodplotsy (1, : )  ) 
axis([O ceil(cs(end)) 0 1.11); 
titie('outfiow of system y') 
xlabel ( ' time ' ) ; 
ylabel ( 'out ' ) 

cs=cumsum(prodplotz(2,:)); %totalprodchecks=silm(prod(prodplot)); %area under the graph 
prodplotsz=[ [prodplotz (1, : ) prodplotz (i,end) 1 ; [O cs (1 :end) I] ; 
figure; 
stairs (prodplotsz (2, : )  ,prodplotsz (1, : )  ) 
axis([O ceil(cs(end)) 0 1.11); 
title('outf1ow of system z') 
xlabel ( ' tune ' ) ; 
ylabel ( 'out ' ) 



V Code: Functions used in primary simulation code MATLAB 

function [xOset,xO] = adjust (xO,Wout, j, xOset,Win,Wtime) 
% Adjust adjusts the buffer levels xO for a time Wtime with an inflow Win 
% and an ouflow Wout. The server is filling buffer j. 

vecl=zeros (3,l) ; 
vecl (j) =sum(Win) ; 

%adjust the values of the buffer levels 
xO=xO+Wtime*(vecl-Wout); 
xOset=[xOset [xO;Wtimel]; 

functlon [xOset,xO] = adjust2 (xO,Wout, j,xOset,Win,Wtime) 
% Adjust adjusts the buffer levels xO for a time Wtme with an inflow Win 
% and an ouflow Wout. The server is filling buffer j. 

vecl=zeros (3,;) ; 
vecl (j) =sum(Win) ; 

%adjust the values of the buffer levels 
xO=xO+Wtime*(vecl-Wout); 
xOset= [xoset xO] ; 

function x = fifopol (x0new) 
% fifopol stands for First In First Out Policy and finds 
% the next barrel that empties. Then ~t switches the 
% server from the old position to the new position. 

a=min (xOnew) ; 
x=f ind (xOnew==a) ; 

function x = fifopolnet(xOnew,j) 
% fifopol stands for First In First Out Policy and finds 
% the next barrel that empties. Then it switches the 
% server from the old position to the new position. 

xOnew(j)=lO; %to ensure that the j-th position is never chosen. 
a=min (x0new) ; 
x=find(xOnew==a); 

function [tfstemp] = nextempty (x0, rho, j) 
% Nextempty determines the time it takes for the next buffer to empty 
% The outflow is rho the position of the server is j. 
% xO is the current state of the buffers 

temp= [I ; 
for i=1:3 

if i-= j 
temp=[temp;xO (i) /rho(i) ] ; 

end 
end 



tfstemp=min (temp) ; 

function [Wout, diffout] = nonnegative (Wout,Win,Wtime, x, j) 
%[Wout,diffout] = NONNEGATIVE(Wout,Win,Wtime,x,j) determines if the outflow 
%(Wout) of the server should be decreased or not. The outflow is made 
%equal to the inflow (sum(Win(l:3) ) if the associating buffer x( j) will 
%run empty if the current outflow is maintained for a time Wtime. 
%If so, diffout=l. 

if (Wout(j)-sum(Win(l:3)))*Wtime > x(j) 
Wout(j)=sum(Win(l:3) ) ;  
diffout=l; 

else 
dif fout=O; 

end 

function orde (order) 
%ode is used to create the return t ~ m e  plcts. RRun the sim::lat;ar, of 
%one switched arrival system and then type orde(order) to 
%create the plot 

for i=l:2:length(]l)-2 
xl=[xl sum(order (1,~l (i) : jl (i+l) -1) ) I ;  
yl=[yl sum(order(l,]l(i+l) :jl(i+2)-I))]; 

end 

for i=1:2:length (j2) -2 
x2=[x2 sum(order (l,)2 (i) : j2 (i+l) -1) ) 1 ; 
y2=[y2 sum(order(l,]2(i+l) :j2(i+2)-I))]; 

end 

for i=1:2:1ength(j3)-2 
x3=[x3 sum(order(1, j3(i) : j3(i+l)-1) )I; 
y3=[y3 surn(order(l,j3(i+l):j3(i+2)-1))]; 

end 

figure 
subplot (2,2,1) 
plot (XI, yl, ' . ' ) ; 
%hold on; 
subplot (2,2,2) 
plot (x2, y2, ' . ' ) ; 

subplot (2,2,3) 
plot(x3, y3, ' . ' ; 

function [p, pmapl = peace (rho) 
% peace determines the value of the point on the triangle from where 
% the corners are exactly hit. The 3 vertices expressed in the value of 
% the three buffer levels. 



function [ jnext, jc, ttov, tinv, toutv, corner] = switchnet2 (x0, rho, j, tswitch) 
% Determines whether a corner is hit. If this is the case, the specifications 
% of this actions are calculated: time to corner (ttov), time in corner (tinv) 
% and time out corner (toutv). 

jnext=fifopolnet (x0,j); 
jc=find([1 2 31'-=j & [I 2 31'-=jnext); %jc is the buffer that doesn't become empty 

%time it takes you to get to the corner 
ttov=xO (jc) /rho(jc) ; 

if ttov >= tswitch (jnext) ; 
corner=O; 
ttov=0;tinv=0;toutv=O;jc=O; 

elseif ttov < tswitch(jnext); 
corner=l; 
tinv=min(tswitch(jnext)-ttov,tswitch(jc)); %system rests jc or jnext is the first 

buff ready to accept again 
toutv=abs itswitch (jcj -tswitch (jnextj +ttov) ; %time it takes YOU to get Out of +-- i i ~ c  

corner 

%getting out the corner -> toutv 
if tswitch(jc1 < tswitch(jnext) -ttov 

jdump=jc; jc=jnext; jnext=jdump; clear jdump; %corner action effects two buffers 
on1 y 

end 
end 




